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Executive Summary
Worldreader has placed 4,127 e-readers into the hands of over 12,000 children in 10 SubSaharan African countries to-date. These e-readers contain 721,129 books in total, and have
gotten children reading more and reading better.
Between 2010 and 2013, Worldreader has reduced device failure (breakage) rates on its
Kindle programs in Sub-Saharan Africa from 40.5% to between 1% and 5% for primary
school kids who do not take the device home, and for secondary school students. For
primary school children who take the device home, breakage rates range up to 9.72%, which
still represents a significant increase in reliability.
Worldreader accomplished this reduction in device failure rates in three steps: First,
Worldreader interviewed its students to understand the circumstances under which the
devices broke. Secondly, Worldreader increased awareness of the device’s fragility among
students and teachers, so that behavior change would take place. Finally, Worldreader
worked closely with device and accessory manufacturers, resulting in a more robust e-reader
package that enables children to access a portable library in the palms of their hands.

Background
Worldreader is an organization working towards a world in which every child, and her family,
will have the books they need to improve their lives. To achieve this goal, Worldreader works
with publishers all over the world to digitize books, and then delivers those books to children
in classrooms using e-readers, and to the public at large using mobile phones. This report will
focus on Worldreader’s work with e-readers in classrooms in Sub-Saharan Africa.
In January 2012, Worldreader released the first independent evaluation of their iREAD Pilot
Study in Ghana. Results were positive, showing that students in the Worldreader program
improved twice as much as students in the control group. Results were even more
impressive among girls. However, one concern was noted – e-readers were fragile, and
40.5% of these devices broke during the year in which the pilot study took place2. The World
Bank noted similar breakage rates in their Nigeria pilot of e-readers, and other projects like
the Clearwater High School in Florida and a school district in North Carolina reported high
levels of device failure as well.

1.#http://www.worldreader.org/uploads/Worldreader%20ILC%20USAID%20iREAD%20Final%20Report%20Jan-2012.pdf
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Why E-Readers Broke
Worldreader determined that about 90% of the device failures involved a broken screen.
While some users also experienced software glitches, these would usually resolve after the
device was fully charged and restarted, leaving the screen as the most vulnerable part of the
device.

E-Readers with broken screens
After interviews and observations, Worldreader learned that the students had received
insufficient training on how to handle their e-readers. Specifically, students within Worldreader
programs had never before been responsible for anything that was both precious and fragile,
and were simply unaware of how to keep their e-reader safe from both damage and loss. For
example, at mealtimes, students did not feel comfortable putting their e-readers on the table,
as someone could grab it and take off with it. Their solution: To sit on their e-readers for
safekeeping. The student’s weight would then transfer to the screen, weakening it and
eventually causing it to break.
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In addition, students would often get overly excited and grab at each others’ e-readers. The
ensuing scuffle would often result in a dropped e-reader sustaining some damage. When
students would pass e-readers to each other in class, they would not always take sufficient
care, and some would even toss it to each other. A little slip, and the device would fall and
break. In the photo below, a broken screen, revealing the glass components inside.

In addition, many of the e-reader cases that Worldreader first started using, had become
damaged over time. Student interviews revealed that they would scrub the cases vigorously
to clean them. The water would permeate the canvas outer surface, seeping through to the
cardboard lining, which would then warp and slowly disintegrate.

Awareness and Behavior Change
Worldreader worked with students to help them understand that e-readers needed to be
treated gently. Students were shown a broken device, and introduced to the notion that the
screens had glass on the inside. As students were already familiar with mirrors, they
understood that anything with glass had to be treated with care or it would break.
Worldreader’s field staff went around to the classrooms to run “egg drop” sessions, during
which they would ask students to share stories about their experiences accidentally breaking
eggs. Most students had stories to share in which a parent had sent them out to buy eggs,
and could relate unpleasant consequences when they had returned with broken eggs. In this
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manner, students were made to understand that e-readers were much more valuable than
eggs, and the consequences for damaging an e-reader were even more serious.

Worldreader’s Joseph Botwey asking students if an egg would break if
dropped from six inches off the ground.
The culmination of this “egg drop” session was when a Worldreader team member would
threaten to drop an egg from various heights, asking students if the egg would then break.
Students were afraid to drop the egg even from a height of less than a foot off the ground.
Students were guided through applying the same logic to their e-readers, and the session
wrapped up with a discussion of how to treat their e-readers more carefully.
The “egg drop” sessions were reinforced by a
poster competition, in which students were
challenged to design a poster showing how to
take care of their e-readers. This allowed
students to showcase their creativity, while
driving home the message that e-readers were
to be treated with care.

Students with one winning design for a poster
entitled “How To Take Care of My E-Reader”.
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More importantly, Worldreader has incorporated in its training program modules on device
care education and risk management, including usage policy design and implementation as
well as the engagement of teachers and parents. This emphasis on device care and safety
has proven to be very effective in new programs.

Hardware Improvements
In addition to creating awareness and engendering behavior change among students,
Worldreader simultaneously worked to improve the durability of the device.

Old (left) and new (right) cases used by Worldreader.
First, Worldreader reexamined the protective hardware that it was using. Upon consulting
with M-Edge, Worldreader’s partner and supplier of e-reader cases, Worldreader switched to
using a different model of case that would wipe clean and zip shut, providing much more
protection from the elements. In the photo below, a protective skin, held by a student at
Ntimigom Primary School in Kenya.
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In addition, Worldreader collaborated with Thesis Products, who designed a protective “skin”
that would provide additional protection to the e-reader. The skins were made of a
translucent plastic and fit tightly around the e-readers, providing extra impact protection. The
skins were designed to be low-profile enough that they would also fit within the cases,
lending a second layer of protection to the device.
Finally, Worldreader provided feedback to Amazon, the manufacturer of this particular ereader, to provide use-cases that led to breakage. At the same time, Amazon made
significant investments in its own reliability labs and processes. While Worldreader cannot
divulge the details of these conversations, more recent generations of Amazon’s Kindle ereaders are significantly sturdier, and do not suffer from the same weaknesses as the device
that was used in Worldreader’s first large-scale pilot in 2010.

Conclusion
In summary, Worldreader’s current projects – most of which use the Kindle 4 – show
breakage rates under 5% for primary school kids who do not take the device home, and for
secondary school students. For primary school children who take the device home,
breakage rates top out at 9.72%. This represents a significant drop from previously-reported
figures of 40.5%. Worldreader attributes the improvement in device reliability to awareness
building and education among its student population, and to a sturdier device and more
protective accessories.
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Appendix: Latest Breakage Rates
Worldreader Kits projects
Breakage rate is 1.22%. Programs are a mix of primary and secondary
school, with some projects allowing students to take the devices home.
This figure was calculated based on a sample size of 900 devices that
have all been deployed for 6 months or longer.
Worldreader project in Kenya (about 1000 devices; primary 2 students using devices in
school) - Breakage Rates below

Academic
Term
Broken Screens 1st term
2nd term
Frozen Screens 1st term
2nd term
Missing/Theft
1st term
2nd term
Issue

# of
devices
4
11
0
8
1
4

*1st term: Jan - April; 2nd term: May - Aug
% of devices damaged and replaced 1st term
% of devices damaged and replaced 2nd term

0,38%
1,44%

Worldreader project in Ghana (about 600 devices; primary 1-3 students using devices in
school as well as taking them home) - Breakage Rates below:

Issue
Broken
Screens
Frozen Screens
Others
Missing/Theft

Academic
Term

# of
devices

2nd term
3rd term
2nd term
3rd term
2nd term
3rd term
2nd term
3rd term

17
37
18
21
4
4
5
3

* 2nd term: Jan - April; 3rd term: May - July
% of devices damaged and replaced 2nd term
% of devices damaged and replaced 3rd term
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5,97%
9,72%

